CREATEC ultra high gloss doors & panels

Create your look

CREATEC – Inspirational colour schemes
and sharp, clean lines for modern living.

CREATEC doors in Ultra White and Shannon Oak
LAMINATE bench top in Phantom Quartz Matt

CREATEC doors in New Barron Alder.
THEROMOLAMINATED modesty panel in Ultra White Gloss.

Make the most of your kitchen with
CREATEC’s superior ultra high gloss surfaces.

CREATEC doors in Graphite.

CREATEC is a unique and exciting ultra
high gloss surface that will bring any kitchen
to life. CREATEC’s UV cured high gloss
finish allows your kitchen to shine and will leave
a lasting impression.
For kitchen colours that project style and taste,
yet remain comfortable and welcoming choose
from CREATEC’s modern colour palette,
inspired by the latest kitchen trends. CREATEC’s
colour range gives you the freedom to mix
and match colours to give your kitchen design
its own individual flair.
Made using 18mm E-Zero board CREATEC’s
advanced
manufacturing
process
has
revolutionised the way kitchen doors are
designed and manufactured in Australia.
With superior materials and advanced control
systems you are assured of quality doors that
will add value and character to your home.
There are no boundaries when using CREATEC,
its ideal for use in vanities, custom-built joinery
and wardrobe applications.
CREATEC doors are designed to complement
polytec’s product range including the new
Eurograin and Finegrain MELAMINE door finishes.
When selecting your bench top choose from
polytec’s LAMINATE range, which now has nine
fresh new bench top prints, or use one of the
many natural stone alternatives in the market.
You want your kitchen to be special, so look
no further than CREATEC for a completely
unique door that will set your home apart
from all others.
CREATEC doors come with a 7 year warranty.

Ultra White

Parchment

Antique

Bemboka Elm

Alabaster

Café Cream

Mountain Pepper

Hazel Strata

Pumice Micro

Malt

Quarry Micro

Caraway

Graphite

Shannon Oak

Carbon Micro

Truffle Lini

The colours and details shown in
this brochure are to the highest
standards in printing. However,
they should only be used as an
indication of actual product colour.
To order your free colour sample
visit www.polytec.com.au
The use of our current colours
samples gives the colour and finish
that a customer would expect to
receive. polytec does not guarantee
exact colour matches across product
ranges due to colour variation in
each product group.

Black

New Barron Alder

River Redgum
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COVER CREATEC doors in Graphite.
BACK COVER CREATEC doors in Parchment and New Barron Alder. LAMINATE bench top in Buller Stone Matt.
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